
      Hybrex Lockdown Alert  
        for School Campuses 

At Hybrex we are more frequently hearing reports of School campus 
Lockdowns, in that they are becoming a regular occurrence worldwide 
and Australia is no exception to this kind of threat.  
Auto Telecom, the manufacturer of the Hybrex system, have developed 
a new solution for these types of incident - known as the “Lockdown 
Alert”. We have upgraded our systems to provide a specific 
announcement alert feature that can only be activated from a central 
point on site. Once the alert has been activated the system will play a 
pre-recorded message to warn everyone on site of the Lockdown 
situation. This announcement will be broadcast through the speakers of 
every handset, and any connected PA points. 

Announcement Example:  
“This is a Lockdown Alert, please return to your classrooms and 
wait for further instructions from a teacher, please remain calm. 
“ (repeated) 

Hybrex GDS systems are already highly regarded as a Telephone  
System and are used worldwide. The Lockdown Alert is a new system 
feature which has been designed to enhance the Paging capabilities of 
the system with the Education sector in mind. The Hybrex solution 
utilizes its own Digital and AH99-PN Analogue handsets, and any other 
connected PA equipment, to broadcast the Paging Announcement alerts. 
This solution offers great value by utilizing the one operating system. 
Another benefit of using the Hybrex GDS system for this and its other 
features is that only one set of cabling is required thereby eliminating 
duplication costs.  
Existing Public Announcement systems can also be connected to the GDS 
system to ensure that all areas of the campus are covered in the event 
of a Lockdown Alert being triggered. 

To activate this type of alert you would normally have the one     
activation point to trigger the alert and then selected people on site 
would be empowered and know how to deactivate it. 
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